






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































with!the!DNA!damage!response.!Among!such!proteins!were!all seven subunits of 
the actin nucleating complex Arp2/3, as well as β-actin and actin filament 
capping proteins (Fig.!2F1a). We confirmed that β-actin, Arpc4, and CapZβ are 







decreased Arpc4, β-actin, and CapZβ enrichment!in!damaged!chromatin!(Fig.!2F
1b,!c).!CK-548, a different Arp2/3 inhibitor, which inserts into the hydrophobic 
core of the Arp3 subunit, also reduced accumulation of the Arp2/3 complex, β-







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 2: Arp2/3 and WASP co-localize at DSB sites undergoing HDR. a, Representative IF of WASP foci 
post Neocarzinostatin (NCS) treatment in U2OS cells. b, Quantification of NCS-induced WASP foci in U2OS 
cells (n > 1000 nuclei in three independent experiments). c, γH2AX colocalization with WASP foci in U2OS 
cells (n = 30 nuclei, r = 0.60 ± 0.07, Pearson). d, Cell cycle distribution of synchronized ER-AsiSI U2OS cells 
post double-thymidine block. Rad51 (e,) DNA-PKcs (f,) WASP (g,) and Arpc2 (h,) enrichment at various DSB 
sites (I, II, III, IV, indicated below the graphs) in G1 and G2 cells. Mean and SD (n = 3 technical replicates) of 
a representative experiment (out of two biological replicates) is shown (i,) Arpc2 and WASP enrichment at an 
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7 h post thymidine release









































































































































































































































































































































































































































 r = 0.41 ± 0.17  
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g p < 0.001




































































Clustering threshold (p = 0.05)
8 hours (Mock siRNA)










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Rad51 with actin-cb 
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Acquisition Date: 22-May-15 Gated Events: 10000
Total Events: 10000
Region Events % Gated % Total
R1 0 0.00 0.00
Acquisition Date: 22-May-15 Gated Events: 10000
Total Events: 10000
Region Events % Gated % Total
R1 260 2.60 2.60
Acquisition Date: 22-May-15 Gated Events: 10000
Total Events: 10000
Region Events % Gated % Total




Region Events % Gated % Total
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Acquisition Date: 22-May-15 Gated Events: 10000
Total Events: 10000
Region Events % Gated % Total




Region Events % Gated % Total
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Acquisition Date: 30-Dec-16 Gated Events: 20000
Total Events: 20000
Region Events % Gated % Total
R1 446 2.23 2.23
Acquisition Date: 30-Dec-16 Gated Events: 10770
Total Events: 10770
Region Events % Gated % Total



























Region Events % Gated % Total






































Acquisition Date: 30-Dec-16 Gated Events: 20000
Total Events: 20000
Region Events % Gated % Total
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Acquisitio  Date: 15-Oct-15 Gated Events: 10000
Total Events: 10000
Region Events % Gated % Total
R1 1 0.01 0.01
Acquisition Date: 15-Oct-15 Gated Events: 10000
Total Events: 10000
Region Events % Gated % Total
R1 109 1.09 1.09
Acquisition Date: 15-Oct-15 Gated Events: 10000
Total Events: 10000
Region Events % Gated % Total




Region Events % Gated % Total































































































Acquisition Date: 15-Oct-15 Gated Events: 10000
Total Events: 10000
Region Events % Gated % Total
R1 109 1.09 1.09
Acquisition Date: 15-Oct-15 Gated Events: 10000
Total Events: 10000
Region Events % Gated % Total




Region Events % Gated % Total






















































































Acquisition Date: 15-Oct-15 Gated Events: 10000
Total Events: 10000
Region Events % Gated % Total
R1 1 0.01 .01
Acquisition Date: 15-Oct-15 Gated Events: 10000
Total Events: 10000
Region Events % Gated % Total
R1 109 1.09 1.09
Acquisition Date: 15-Oct-15 Gated Events: 10000
Total Events: 1000
Region Events % Gated % Total




Region Events % Gated % Total




























































































































































































R1 3294 32.94 32.94
Acquisition Date: 15-Oct-15 Gated Events: 10000
Total Events: 10000
Region Events % Gated % Total
R1 77 0.77 0.77
Acquisition Date: 15-Oct-15 Gated Events: 10000
Total Events: 10000
Region Events % Gated % Total




Region Events % Gated % Total
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0 1 10 1 2 3 4 0 0 0 1 10 1 2 3 40 0 1 10 1 2 3 40 0 0 1 10 1 2 3 40 0 1 100 1 2 3 4
1.57%
Acquisition Date: 05-Nov-16 Gated Events: 20000
Total Events: 20000
Region Events % Gated % Total
R1 9 0.04 0.04
Acquisition Date: 05-Nov-16 Gated Events: 20000
Total Events: 20000
Region Events % Gated % Total
R1 3909 19.55 19.55
Acquisition Date: 05-Nov-16 Gated Events: 20000
Total Events: 20000
Region Events % Gated % Total






















































































0 1 10 1 2 3 4
0.04%
Acquisition Date: 05-Nov-16 Gated Events: 20000
Total Events: 20000
Region Events % Gated % Total
R1 9 0.04 0.04
Acquisition Date: 05-Nov-16 Gated Events: 20000
Total Events: 20000
Region Events % Gated % Total
R1 3909 19.55 19.55
Acquisition Date: 05-Nov-16 Gated Events: 20000
Total Events: 20000
Region Events % Gated % Total



























Region Events % Gated % Total

















































































0 0 1 1 100 1 2 3 4
0.69%
Acquisition Date: 05-Nov-16 Gated Events: 20000
Total Events: 20000
Region Events % Gated % Total
R1 28 0.14 0.14
Acquisition Date: 05-Nov-16 Gated Events: 20000
Total Events: 20000
Region Events % Gated % Total
R1 3909 19.55 19.55
Acquisition Date: 05-Nov-16 Gated Events: 20000
Total Events: 20000
Region Events % Gated % Total























































































0 0 1 10 1 2 3 4
Acquisition Date: 05-Nov-16 Gated Events: 20000
Total Events: 20000
Region Events % Gated % Total
R1 28 0.14 0.14
Acquisition Date: 05-Nov-16 Gated Events: 20000
Total Events: 20000
Region Events % Gated % Total
R1 3909 19.55 19.55
Acquisition Date: 05-Nov-16 Gated Events: 20000
Total Events: 20000
Region Events % Gated % Total
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0 0 1 1 100 1 2
FL1-H FL1-HFL1-HFL1- 1-H
+WiskostatinNeg DMSO +CK-666 +CK-548
0.61%
d
Acquisition Date: 18-Oct-15 Gated Events: 10000
Total Events: 10000
Region Events % Gated % Total
R1 4 0.04 0.04
Acquisition Date: 18-Oct-15 Gated Events: 10000
Acquisition Date: 18-Oct-15 Gated Events: 10000
Total Events: 10000
Region Events % Gated % Total






















































Acquisition Date: 18-Oct-15 Gated Events: 10000
Total Events: 10000
Region Events % Gated % Total
R1 4 0.04 0.04
Acquisition Date: 18-Oct-15 Gated Events: 10000
Total Events: 10000
Region Events % Gated % Total
R1 261 2.61 2.61
Acquisition Date: 18-Oct-15 Gated Events: 10000
Total Events: 10000
Region Events % Gated % Total




Region Events % Gated % Total






























































































Acquisition Date: 18-Oct-15 Gated Events: 10000
Total Events: 10000
Region Events % Gated % Total
R1 4 0.04 0.04
Acquisition Date: 18-Oct-15 Gated Events: 10000
Total Events: 10000
Region Events % Gated % Total
R1 261 2.61 2.61
Acquisition Date: 18-Oct-15 Gated Events: 10000
Total Events: 10000
Region Events % Gated % Total




Region Events % Gated % Total































































































Acquisition Date: 20-Dec-15 Gated Events: 10000
Total Events: 10000
Region Events % Gated % Total
R1 3020 30.20 30.20
Acquisition Date: 20-Dec-15 Gated Events: 10000
Total Events: 10000
Region Events % Gated % Total
R1 2377 23.77 23.77
Acquisition Date: 20-Dec-15 Gated Events: 10000
Total Events: 10000
Region Events % Gated % Total




Region Events % Gated % Total
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Fig.(3C3(|(DSB(clustering(may(promote(or(prevent(chromosomal(
translocations.(a)(Chromosomal!translocations!that!form!oncogenic!gene!
chimeras!or!disrupt!the!function!of!tumor!suppressors!promote!tumorigenesis.!
Clustering!between!DSBs!undergoing!resection!could!facilitate!the!illegitimate!
joining!of!nonFhomologous!chromosomal!ends!(right!arrow).!Enhanced!resection!
could!expose!regions!of!homology!that!could!be!ligated!by!MMEJ/SSA!
machinery!throughout!interphase.!Alternatively,!clustering!may!shield!DSBs!
undergoing!HDR!from!breaks!undergoing!NHEJ!or!MMEJ!(left!arrow).!In!this!
setting,!DSB!clustering!would!prevent!mutagenic!rearrangements.!!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
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Targeting#Nuclear#WASP#and#Arp2/3#For#Cancer#Therapy#
Unlike!activating!mutations,!loss!of!function!mutations!in!the!WAS!family!of!
proteins!are!associated!with!a!number!of!cancerous!malignancies,!particularly!
lymphomas!and!leukemias.!Anecdotal!evidence!suggests!that!WAS!carriers!are!
more!susceptible!to!breast!and!thyroid!cancers!(Sumathi!Iyengar,!personal!
communications).!Accordingly,!by!mediating!HDR!via!DSB!clustering,!WASP!
may!serve!an!essential!tumor!suppressor!role.!Thus,!loss!of!WASP!activity!could!
drive!oncogenesis.!Along!the!same!lines,!overexpression!of!Arp2/3!subunits!in!
tumor!cells!might!produce!defective!or!incomplete!complexes.!Indeed,!
amplification!of!Arp2/3!genes!in!tumors!generally!affects!only!one!subunit!of!the!
complex!(cbiportal.org).!Arp2/3!subunit!overexpression!does!not!necessarily!yield!
multiple!complexes!given!the!stoichiometry!of!the!six!other!subunits.!Moreover,!
overexpression!of!a!single!subunit!might!cause!a!dominantFnegative!effect.!For!
example,!Arpc1/Arpc5!form!a!stable!heterodimer!in!the!absence!of!other!subunits!
(Gournier!et!al.,!2001).!Accordingly,!overexpression!of!Arpc1!could!sequester!
Arpc5!from!incorporation!into!Arp2/3!complexes.!This!could!consequently!
decrease!DSB!clustering!by!Arp2/3!as!Arp2/3!complexes!that!lack!Arpc5/Arpc1!
subunits!have!decreased!efficiency!of!actin!nucleation.!Thus,!loss!of!Arp2/3!or!
WASP!activity!may!promote!oncogenesis!by!decreasing!the!efficiency!of!HDR.!!
On!the!other!hand,!tumor!cells!with!ongoing!levels!of!genomic!instability!
and!DNA!replication!stress!might!be!specifically!sensitive!to!Arp2/3!inactivation.!
Indeed,!in!Chapter!2,!we!show!that!CKF666!sensitizes!cells!to!replication!stress!
induced!by!aphidicolin!and!DSBs!generated!in!SFphase!by!etoposide.!Tumors!
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can!tolerate!otherwise!lethal!levels!of!DNA!damage!by!exploiting!DNA!repair!
pathways.!Thus,!discovering!new!strategies!to!selectively!inhibit!the!repair!of!
DSBs!remains!a!major!goal!in!the!development!of!more!effective!cancer!
therapies. These!preliminary!studies!suggest!that!CK!compounds!are!promising!
radio!and!chemoFsensitizing!agents!to!be!tested!in!conjunction!with!other!DNA!
damaging!therapies. 
#
Dissecting#WASPTArp2/3#regulation#at#DSBs#
In!mammalian!cells!DSB!movements!require!CtIP!(Aymard!et!al.,!2017)!and!
exonucleolytic!processing!by!Mre11!(our!study),!while!in!yeast!Sae2!deletion!
delays!chromatin!motion!(MineFHattab!and!Rothstein,!2012).!Taken!together,!
these!data!suggest!that!resection!enhances!chromosome!mobility.!However,!we!
have!conversely!shown!that!inhibiting!movement!by!blocking!Arp2/3!decreases!
end!resection.!These!data!suggest!a!positive!feedback!loop!in!which!resection!
enhances!Arp2/3Fdriven!DSB!movements,!which,!in!turn,!enhance!resection.!
This!interdependence!between!actin!polymerization!and!end!processing!makes!
the!study!of!Arp2/3!activation!by!DNA!damage!signaling!quite!complex.!For!
example,!many!drug!treatments!that!impact!Arp2/3!enrichment!on!chromatin!also!
restrict!resection.!In!Chapter!2,!we!show!that!Arp2/3!recruitment!requires!the!
PIKKs!ATM!and!ATR!in!Xenopus!extracts.!However,!we!concomitantly!observe!a!
decrease!in!RPA!enrichment!on!chromatin!when!ATM!and!ATR!are!inactivated.!
Thus,!it!is!unclear!whether!ATM!and!ATR!directly!regulate!WASPFArp2/3!
activation!or!simply!reduce!the!ssDNA!generated!by!resection!machinery.!!!
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Actin!polymerization!at!DSBs!likely!occurs!by!a!twoFstep!mechanism!in!
which!inactive!WASP!localizes!to!DSB!sites!and!activates!Arp2/3!during!HDR.!
Monitoring!the!localization!of!WASP!and!Arp2/3!by!ChIP!may!yield!further!insight!
into!their!regulation.!For!example,!ATM!depletion!may!abolish!both!WASP!and!
Arp2/3!enrichment!at!DSB!sites,!whereas!loss!of!ATR!signaling!may!selectively!
block!Arp2/3!recruitment!and!activation.!Similarly,!ChIP!may!also!be!used!to!
interrogate!the!localization!of!other!WASPFArp2/3!regulators,!including!WIP,!
cofilin,!and!capping!protein.!Finally,!the!influence!of!PIKKs!and!other!cell!cycle!
regulators!on!DSB!mobility!may!also!be!studied!by!live!cell!imaging!of!damaged!
cells!expressing!the!nuclear!actin!chromobody.!As!will!be!discussed!below,!
DSBs!assemble!dynamic!actin!clusters!which!reflect!functional!Arp2/3!activity.!!!!
#
Nuclear#actin#polymerization:#Relating#structure#to#function#
Early!studies!of!nuclear!actin!polymerization!identified!a!variety!of!actin!
structures!that!arose!following!DNA!damage!in!cells!expressing!LifeAct!(Belin!et!
al.,!2015).!Elongated!filaments!were!shown!to!require!the!formin!family!of!
nucleators!whereas!amorphous!“clusters”!were!polymerized!by!unknown!
mechanisms.!In!our!study!elongated!actin!rods!and!actin!foci!(i.e.!clusters)!were!
also!identified!in!the!nucleoplasm!of!damaged!cells!expressing!the!chromobody!
construct.!However,!live!cell!imaging!of!elongated!rods!showed!minimal!
movement!while!actin!foci!were!highly!dynamic.!Moreover,!CKF666!abolished!
nuclear!actin!foci,!whereas!nuclear!actin!rods!continued!to!grow.!These!data!
suggest!that!formins!and!Arp2/3!may!compete!for!actin!monomers!following!DSB!
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generation!to!form!structures!with!distinct!purposes.!Indeed,!while!actin!foci!
overlap!with!sites!of!DNA!damage,!we!and!others!(Belin!et!al.,!2015)!observe!
minimal!colocalization!of!nuclear!actin!filaments!with!repair!foci.!ForminFinduced!
filaments!may!regulate!the!redox!state!of!the!nucleus!following!DNA!damage!or!
facilitate!the!transcription!of!DSBFinduced!genes!akin!to!its!role!in!regulating!SRF!!
activity!(Baarlink!et!al.,!2013).!
! In!contrast!Arp2/3!generates!propulsive!forces!by!nucleating!branched!
actin!structures.!These!actin!networks!may!push!DSBs!directly!or!jostle!
neighboring!domains!thereby!allowing!breaks!to!migrate!the!chromatin!meshwork!
more!freely!(Fig.!3F1).!Notably,!tethering!chromatin!remodeling!complexes!to!
DNA!relaxes!the!chromatin!fiber!such!that!chromosomes!display!nearly!free!
diffusion!(Neumann!et!al.,!2012).!In!contrast,!we!show!that!HDR!breaks!move!
faster!than!NHEJ!breaks!albeit!with!confined!Brownian!motion.!This!indicates!
that!nuclear!actin!polymerization!doesn’t!dramatically!alter!the!physical!properties!
chromatin!but!might!transduce!movement!by!colliding!around!the!break!site.!In!
contrast,!DSBs!that!arise!in!repressive!regions!such!as!Drosophila!
heterochromatin!or!the!nucleolus!exhibit!longFdirected!movements.!These!DSBs!
also!harness!Arp2/3!to!polymerize!nuclear!actin!complexes!but!require!myosins!I!
and!V!to!transit!breaks!to!the!nuclear!periphery!(Caridi!et!al.,!2018).!Thus,!
directed!motion!may!require!processive!transport!by!myosin!along!actin!
structures.!Future!studies!that!employ!superFresolution!microscopy!will!be!
required!to!determine!how!nuclear!actin!filaments!are!tethered!to!transiting!
chromatin.!!
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Concluding#Remarks#
Many!studies!have!found!that!DSBs!induce!chromatin!motion.!The!molecular!
basis!for!DSB!movement!and!the!role!of!clustering!in!DNA!damage!repair,!
however,!were!enigmatic.!My!studies!using!Xenopus!cell!free!extracts!and!
mammalian!cells!have!shown!how!DSBs!harness!nuclear!actin!polymerization!
machinery!to!drive!DSB!motion.!Notably,!inhibition!of!actin!polymerization!by!
inactivation!of!WASP!or!Arp2/3!reduces!the!clustering!and!repair!of!DSBs!
undergoing!HDR.!Taken!together,!these!studies!contribute!to!our!knowledge!of!
how!cells!repair!DSBs!throughout!the!cell!cycle.!Future!endeavors!to!understand!
how!these!mechanisms!are!regulated!during!transcription!and!replication,!when!
HDR!is!obligatory,!will!help!develop!a!deeper!appreciation!of!the!role!nuclear!
actin!polymerization!might!play!beyond!repair.!
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